
Ello from Uranus

The temperature here is 76K (−197.2 °C)and the minimum 
temperature is 49K (−224 °C; −371 °F). I think that is too cold. It 
was named after the Latin form Ūranus of the Greek god 
Οὐρανός Ouranos. The name is funny. founded by William 
Herschel  on 13 March 1781. Uranus is the seventh planet from 
the Sun and also third-largest planetary radius.   

I am really  hungry because there is only soya packets here 
but I eat meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeet…

Wish you were here to play jenga with Can you spot your postcard?

Hi I’m writing this from Venus the 2nd planet in the solar System. It took me about 3 
½ months to get here

It’s about 467 degrees Celsius up here. The atmosphere of Venus is mostly made up 
of carbon dioxide and has clouds of sulphuric acid droplets. This thick atmosphere is 
responsible for trapping the heat of the sun. Venus is made up of a central iron core 
and a rocky mantle, similar to the composition of Earth. A day on Venus is around 
243 days in earth timing. 225 earth days makes up a year on Venus. Venus has no 
moons so at night you would only see the mist surrounding it. I feel like there’s no 
tourist spots here as everything here is practically the same
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Greetings from Mars. Mars has seasons up here just like back
on earth but these seasons last twice as long. The average 

temperature is around minus 60 degrees Celsius but in the
winter, near the poles temperatures can get down to minus 

125 Degrees C! Another thing Mars has in common with earth
is that it also has polar ice caps. The northern cap is called planum
boreum and the cap in the south is known as planum australe. 

Hello from the planet Jupiter,

I have just landed on Jupiter after traveling for 6 years. As we came 

Close to Jupiter I could see the 3 faint rings that circle Jupiter. This

Planet is the biggest planet in the solar system, but it is the 5th

Planet from the sun. It is very cold here, the temperature is -145c. 

Jupiter is also the fastest spinning planet in the solar system also 

meaning it has the shortest days. There days last 9.8 earth hours 

but there years last 11.9 earth years! The weather here is rubbish, 

there are lots of extremely powerful storms. The Great Red Spot is

3 times the size of earth and is a massive raging storm and it has

lasted 3 decades so far. 
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To mum,

Today was so adventurous, I went to 
mercury ! Its so facinating , there is so much 
about it , it’s the closest planet to the sun and It 
is always very hot and on average it can get up 
to 400 degrees celsius. Another facinating thing 
is that a year on mercury is only 88 earth days 
which is very strange. However one day on 
mercury takes 176 earth days ,  WOW that is 
long ! Mercury is around 58 million km from the 
sun and its diameter is 4900 km. over all 
mercury was one of the most amazing and 
adventurous planets ive ever discovered and 
seen . Cant wait till I get home and see u mother.

Yours sincerely,

Anyway there are many things to do here so you mustn't worry about me! Another thing is the planets 
material! I love how the surface is shapeable and flexible, kind of like clay. The sleeping conditions aren’t that 
bad, either! Just being able to float in a sleeping bag is actually really relaxing. Anyway, I’ve got to go, ill keep 
sending you updates though!

Greetings, family! I know I haven’t been
able to talk to you recently but how is it on earth? This planet Vegeta quite cool! Even being 
alone I can have loads of fun, example: the gravity! There is a low level of gravity here and its 
fun to just float! It also can e very peaceful at times, however as there is absolutely no sound. 
Today I went on a hunt to see if this new planet held any water sources, but I unfortunately 
didn’t find a drop!

Hi everyone,

Jupiter is the 5th planet in the solar system, it is a massive gas planet meaning it is made up 
of mostly hydrogen and helium gases. It is also covered in thick red, yellow, brown and white 
clouds. Jupiter is -234 degrees Fahrenheit (-145 degrees Celsius). One year on Jupiter, is 4333 
earth days, because of the planets rotation, Jupiter does not experience any seasons. The one 
attraction, if you count it as one, is the red dot – 22 degrees from the equator of Jupiter.

See you soon , bye 
Hello from Jupiter, 

This morning I can see 40 of the moons in the sky. 

In spite of this it is still very dark. I can see Io on 

I can I don’t expect to explore much of 

Jupiter as it is so big. I am looking forward to coming home soon! the horizon, one of the 75 moons here. It looks 
very 

shiny and sparkly due to its ice.

The days on Jupiter are very short and only last 10 hours,

so this is going to be a very short day! I’m hoping to 

explore the surface wearing my space suit and protected by my DeLorean space car. On my exploration I will 

need to look out for the Great Red Spot, because it is actually a storm that is twice the size of earth. Everybody

here is scared it will come our way. Although I am going to do what 
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Dear Mum and Dad...

I have just arrived on Venus, it has taken me 97 days to get here; just over 3 months. 
Interestingly, Venus is the second closest planet to the sun at around 67 million miles. 
The temperature here is 864 degrees Fahrenheit. The atmosphere here is really thick 
and also has clouds of sulphuric acid. It’s a good job I have specialised equipment. Did 
you know that Venus is made up of a central iron core and a rocky mantle. I also found 
out that the seasons here are 55-58 days not like earth (90-93 days). I also found it 
amazing that the years are 225 days! In comparison to Earth days that last for 24 hours 
while Venus days last for 5,832hours! It’s a good job I’m not living here otherwise I would 
wait a long time for Christmas. There are also no moons in Venus, although it isn’t the 
closest planet to the sun its dense atmosphere traps heat in a runway version of the 
greenhouse effect. You could also visit Fotla Corona, which is a tourist site on Venus but 
not at the minute because of the virus.

Greetings from Neptune, the eighth and most distant

planet from the sun. Neptune has thirteen known

moons. Also, a day on Neptune Lasts only sixteen hours

and it takes one hundred and sixty-five Earth years to

orbit the sun. The diameter of Neptune is 49,000km

and the distance from the sun is 4500 million km.

Neptune is an ice giant and is the smallest gas giant.

its atmosphere is mostly made up of Hydrogen,

helium, and methane. Neptune is seventeen times

the mass of earth and is also the fourth largest 

planet by diameter. As well as that Neptune has the 

strongest winds in the solar system and is the coldest

planet in the solar system. Neptune has five main rings

that orbit the planet .They are thinner than the rings of

Saturn and hard to see from the Earth

anyway, see you when I’m back to earth



Planet Postcard
Dear my friends and family,
I am writing from Mars to experience what it would be 
like to live on Mars and I would say I can't wait to move 
to this planet. It's like living abroad divine lakes, clear 
water, soft, rough rocks, the light blue smudges in 
everything around and it's desserts going forever round.

I CAN'T WAIT TO
SEE YOU ALL AGAIN
THANKS FOR READING 

Hello all I am writing to you because I have not seen you in a long time.

Mars is a fascinating planet it is the fourth planet in the solar system and it is also 

called the red planet.

To get to Mars it would take 150-300 days depending on how fast your space rocket 

is. It is really cold here usually -63 degrease. The highest Mars can get at noon in the 

equator is 20 degrease and at its lowest temperature is can hit -153 at the poles. On 

Mars there isn’t much atmosphere and is around 95% of carbon dioxide. That means 

that i have to wear a space suite with oxygen tanks so I can breath. Unlike earth Mars 

is made up of soft rocks. It is made up of iron silicon and magnesium. Mars days are 

longer than Earths. A typical Mars’s day is 1 day and 37 mins and the years are 687 

days long. On Mars when you look up into the sky you can see moons and Earth. 

There are many places people could visit, there are huge volcanos and there are deep 

canyons.



Dear Mum,
I am on Jupiter! It’s the 5th planet from the sun and it took me over 13 months to get here!!!!! I’m tired!
Its freezing here, around -145 degrees celcius so I’m wearing LOTS of layers. Jupiter is the largest planet in the 
galaxy and is made up of hydrogen and helium. There is really strong gravity on Jupiter and the winds are fierce. I 
feel really heavy up here if that makes sense???
Days are really short here, one day up here only lasts 9hrs and 55 minutes. I guess that means a year up here is 
nearly 12 earth years and a season up here is like 3 years….so weird.
I cant really see the sun from here but I can see lots of stars and moons….like LOTS of moons which is nice!
I think I’m going to go and try to visit the “red spot” one day soon and maybe try and see if I can see any of the 
patterns.

Dear family,

I have finally got to my destination! It has 
taken me 6 years just to get here and it is 
freezing cold even though i am wearing 
several layers. It is minus 145 degrees Celsius. 
The planet is made from hydrogen and helium 
and is known as a gas giant.  The season 
changes every three years and there are only 
9 hours and 56 minutes in each day. There is a 
new  year every 4332 Earth days. I can not 
wait to find out more about this planet!



CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL OF YOU WHO 
SUBMITTED A POSTCARD 

FAVOURITE MNEMONIC?

Most Vicious Elephants Make Jam Slurping Up Noisily


